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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Robert T. Powers [9] succeeded in showing that there are 
more than countably many non- *isomorphic hyperfinite factors of 
type III. In this paper we show that there is at least one hyperfinite 
factor of type III that is not *-isomorphic to any of the factors in the 
one-parameter family of factors that was considered by Powers 
([9], section 4). 
In order to produce such a factor it suffices completely to have at 
hand the well-known construction of algebraic pairs (J& , &), where 
& is a regular maximal Abelian subalgebra of the factor &, from 
countable freely acting ergodic groups of nonsingular transformations 
of a measure space (see e.g., [2], chapter I, section 9). However, we 
are going to describe a slightly more complicated construction where 
we do not assume that the ergodic group is freely acting. The resulting 
pairs turn out to be *-isomorphic if and only if the groups from 
which they arise are weakly equivalent (camp. [4], App.), and there- 
fore such a construction could turn out to be significant in case there 
should exist countable ergodic groups that are not weakly equivalent 
to freely acting groups, a problem that seems yet to be settled 
(camp. [3], p. 151).+ 
+ We would like to thank Professor Wai-Mee Ching and the referee for calling our 
attention to recent results obtained by H. Araki and E. J. Woods: A Classification of 
Factors, Publ. Res. Inst. Math. Sci. Kyoto University Ser. A 4 (1968), 51-130, leading 
to further examples of hyperfinite, type III factors not belonging to the family con- 
sidered by Powers. Since, however, the approach of the present paper is different, 
it fully retains its interest. 
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2. A CONSTRUCTION OF ALGEBRAIC PAIRS 
Let (M, 4Y, m) be a Lebesgue measure space. By an automorphism 
of (M, 9, m) we mean a bimeasurable transformation of M that, 
together with its inverse, is nonsingular with respect to m. If S is such 
an automorphism and if p is a o-finite measure on (M, dY), p - m, 
then we denote by SAL the measure that is given by 
G@) = PW14, AEi#. 
Let 3 be a countable group of automorphisms of (M, a, m). We 
recall the notion of the full group [9] of ??[3,7]. [%‘I consists of all 
automorphisms T of the form 
TX = Sx, f.a.a. x E M, , SES, 
where the M, E B, S E 3, are disjoint sets such that the SM, , S E 9, 
are again disjoint, and such that 
M = u MS = u SM, . 
SE9 SEC.9 
For freely acting ergodic 5Y the following construction of algebraic 
pairs is well known (See e.g., [2], Ch. I, section 9, [6], section 2). We 
shall assume only that 9 is ergodic. For x E M we denote by 9x the 
orbit of x under 3, 
Bx ={Tx: TEE), 
and by Z&Y? a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis (ey)yegz . Note that 
=% = =%I 9 YESX, XEM. 
We turn the field 
x--t%, @EM) 
into a measurable field of Hilbert spaces by defining a vector field 
x -+ a, E sz ) @EM) 
as measurable if for all S E 3 
x + (v, , es& @EMI 
is a measurable mapping (camp. [2], Ch. II, section 1). We set 
3?= I #z dm(x). M 
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For every a EL” = L,” (M, 3?, m) we construct a measurable field 
of operators 
x--t&, @EM) 
by setting for x E M 
4.ey = 4~) ey , YEYX. 
We set 
a”= 
s f& dm(x). M 
a -+ 6, (a E L”o) 
is an isometric * -isomorphism of L” into 
do = (2 : a ELm}. 
We construct also for every S E [3] a measurable field of unitary 
operators 
x--t 2, s @EM) 
by setting for x E M 
he, = esu , YE3E. 
We set 
3 = 1, sz dm(x). 
We denote by JZ? the von Neumann algebra that is generated by dO 
and {S : S E $1. Note that every operator in J$ is decomposable. 
(2.1) LEMMA. If 
A= s A, dm(x) E ~2 M 
then for all S E 9 
&=A,, f.a.a. x E M. 
Proof. The set of operators for which the lemma holds is a 
*-algebra containing z&‘~ and {S : S E [$I). It is a strongly closed 
*-algebra as is seen from ([2], Ch. II, section 2, Prop. 4, p. 162). 
Q.E.D. 
We set for a EL” and for an automorphism S 
G(x) = a(S1x), f.a.a. x E M. 
(2.2) LEMMA. For all a EL” and all S E [$%‘I 
S&l = 3a. 
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Proof. We have 
(d e,-,X , eswl,) = a(S-lx), f.a.a. x E M, aELm, SE [%I. Q.E.D. 
(2.3) T HEOREM. & is a factor and STZ’~ is a regular maximal Abelian 
*-subalgebra of SJZ. 
Proof. do is a maximal Abelian *-subalgebra of d. Indeed, let 
A= s A, d?n(x) E d M 
commute with f where f E L” contains a function that separates the 
points of M. Then A, is diagonal with respect to the orthonormal 
system (ey)ye9’z f.a.a. x E M, and we conclude that 
A = c”, c(x) = (A,e% , e,), f.a.a. x E M. 
If now A is in the center of &’ then we have by (2.2) 
SC = c, s E 9, 
and from the ergodicity of 9 we conclude that c must be constant a.e. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.4) THEOREM. & is of type II1 if 3 admits a finite invariant 
measure, it is of type II* if 92 admits a a-Jinite in.nite invariant measure, 
and it is of type III if ‘3 does not admit a o-jinite invariant measure. 
Proof. 1. Let us assume that 59’ admits a o-finite invariant measure 
p - m. Set 
L(O) = {a ELM : ,u({x E M : 1 a(x)1 > 0)) < CO> 
and denote by J&’ (0) the set of operators in s$ that are of the form 
where only finitely many of the a, are different from 0. We see from 
(2.2) that&‘(O) is a *- subalgebra of De. The elements of &CO) are in 1 - 1 
correspondence with the set X of vectors 
A= 
s 
A, &n(x) E SZ?(O) . 
M 
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X is a dense subset of S? and it becomes a Hilbert algebra if we set 
f(A)* =f(A*),f(A)f(B) =f(AB), A, B E S?‘(O). Indeed, if 
then 
Lf(4~fP)) = c j aS(Sx) bT(Tx) d&) 
S,T@ {r&Sr-TX) 
CQZ is the left von Neumann algebra of 3” and therefore is of type 11r 
if p is finite and of type IIm if p is infinite. 
2. Let u be a semifinite trace on J&‘+. 
~GE)~ EELS? 
is then a u finite measure on &Y. To prove this, it is enough to find 
a B E do , B # 0, such that 
u(B*B) < co. 
Let 
P= 
s P, dm(x) M 
where P, is the projection on the subspace spanned by e, , x E M, and 
let A E ~4, be such that 
o(A*A) < oc), PAP $I 0. 
If U E do has an inverse, then 
PUAU-lP = PAP. 
It follows that for all K E X, where X is the weak closure of the 
convex hull of (UA U-r : U E do unitary}, 
PKP = PAP. 
By means of ([2], Ch. I, section 9, Lemma 1) we see now that 
B = PAPERY 
u(B*B) < co. Q.E.D. 
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Let us denote by JV the group of unitary operators U E ~4 with the 
property that U&au-l C do . 
(2.5) LEMMA. For every U E Jf there is a unique 
(80 uo> E PI x 4 
such that 
u = 3) u, . 
Proof. Let f EL” contain a function that separates the points of M. 
If 
u~u-1 E do ) 
then we can define an S(U) E [3] by 
@j = J;, @), d?n(x) 
where f.a.a. x E M 
For (S(U), US$)-l) the assertion of the lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let X be a countable subgroup of N. Then 
d=(douX}” 
if and only if the full group of the group (S(U) : U E X> is the full 
group of 9. 
Proof. If 
3 c [{S(U) : u E X}], 
then every S, S E 8, can be written as 
On the other hand, if [{S(U) : U E X)] does not contain 8, then 
for some S E 9 
E= n (x~M:sx#S(U)x) 
UEX 
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has positive measure. For all 
we have 
B= 
s 
B, dm(x) E (Ja, u .%-I” 
M 
(2&e,, es,) = 0, f.a.a. x E A. 
This means that for e = JIM e, &z(x) 
(j&Be, se) = 0, BE(&~uX}” 
and therefore S $ (do n X}“. Q.E.D. 
We are now going to describe the commutator of ~2. For this 
purpose we define for every a EL” an operator a” on Z by setting 
And for every S E [‘??I we define a unitary operator S by setting for 
v= s v, dm(x) E A? 
sv = j”ig (x))Ts~lr &z(x). 
Let for xEM,yE Bx 
01(x, y) = [q$ (x)]“z, 
where the T E 3 is chosen such that y = TX. 
We can now define a unitary involution J of &? by setting for 
v= s v, Wx) M 
NJ4 ,e,) = 4x, r>h ,e& Y E 3x9 XEM. 
We have 
a’ = Ja^J, aELm 
and 
3 = JSJ, s E [Y]. 
(2.7) LEMMA. (J&J)’ consists of the decomposable operators 
A= I A, Hx) M 
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for which 
A,, = -J, , f.a.a. x E M, SE 59. 
Proof It follows from a” E J&J, a EL” that every operator in 
(J&J)’ is decomposable ([2], p. 169), and one computes that for 
SE?? 
S-lAS = 
s Am dm(x). 
Q.E.D. 
M 
(2.8) THEOREM. d’ = J&J. 
Proof. It is 
a2 3 J&J. 
We find by computation that for A, B E (J&J)’ AJB J = JBJA. We 
conclude that 
J&l = UJJl)” ’ JU~J>‘J 
and therefore that 
Jzf 3 (J&J>‘* Q.E.D. 
We see now that we could as well have defined & as containing all 
decomposable operators 
A= 
s 4 dm(4 M 
with the property that 
AS5 = A, f.a.a. x EM, SE9, 
or equivalently as consisting of all the vectors 
V= 
s 
v, dm(x) E S 
M 
such that f.a.a. x E M 
(V 2/ 3 %‘)tJ.v’d% 
is the matrix of a bounded operator on &? . 
3. *-ISOMORPHISMS OF ALGEBRAIC PAIRS 
We call two algebraic pairs (JB, , &) and (LB,, , ~3) *-isomorphic if 
there exists a * -isomorphism of Se onto @ that carries ~2,s onto gO . 
We saw how every countable ergodic group ~3 gives rise to an algebraic 
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pair (4,(9), JWQ. T wo countable groups 9 and 9 of automor- 
phisms are called weakly equivalent if [‘S] and [.?P] are conjugate 
subgroups of the automorphism group of (M, ~3, m). For the next 
theorem compare ([l], [4], App., and [6], section 2). 
(3.1) T HEOREM. Let 92 and 9 be countable ergodic groups of 
automorphisms of (M, 59, m). Then the pairs [x2,,(9), d(9)] and 
[4@7, d(F)1 are *-isomorphic if and only if 9 and 9 are weakly 
equivalent. 
Proof. 1. If there is an automorphism T such that 
T-l[cqT = [S], 
then the mapping that carries 
A= 
s 
A, dm(x) E d(Y) 
M 
into 
B= 
I 
B, dm(x) E 4(9=) 
M 
where 
P,e, 3 e,) = (AT-g+b , +J, 
YES% XEM, TE9, 
is a *-isomorphism of (s;4,(9), d(S)) onto (do(F), d(9)). 
2. If (L&(S), &‘(‘3)) and (z&9), d(9)) are *-isomorphic, then 
they are spatially isomorphic. Indeed, the factors here are either 
standard or of type III (camp. [lo], Ch. II, section 4). If Cp is a spatial 
isomorphism of [do(g), L&‘(S)] onto [JS!~(~), d(g)], then we can 
conclude that 
d(F) = {do(3y u {@i(S) : s E s}}n 
and therefore by (2.6) that 
[Fj = [{S(@(S)): s E czq]. 
There exists an automorphism T of (M, 93, m) such that 
@(a^) = G, a ELm. 
One computes that 
T-lST = S(O($), SE 3. Q.E.D. 
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For automorphism groups B and 9 of (M, A?‘, m) we denote by 
22 x 9 the Cartesian product of 9 and F that consists of the auto- 
morphism 
(3.2) THEOREM. For countable ergodic group 99 and 9 the pairs 
(LZ$(CY x S), &(9 x 9)) and (C$,(S) @ z&(S), d(S) @ d(9)) are 
*-isomorphic. 
Proof. Let d(9) act on 
and d(9) on 
X = [,Xu dm(y). 
Then &‘(‘S x 9) acts on 
s % 0 % 4m x 4(x, Y>. M2 
There is an isometric isomorphism U of this space onto 
s 
XE @ X dm(x) 
M 
that carries a vector 
into the vector 
I M2 ux 0 vy 4m x 4(x, Y) 
I u, 0 v dm(x), v= s VY w Y)* M M 
There exists also an isometric isomorphism V of 
.r 
Xz @ X dm(x) 
M . 
onto 8 Q X that carries the vector 
s 
u, @ v dm(x) 
M 
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into the vector 
([2], Ch. II, section 2, Prop. II, p. A52). Let a, b EL” and S E 3, 
T E 9. Then U - V transforms c”(S, T) where c(x, y) = U(X) b(y), 
x,yEMintoaAS@6~. Q.E.D. 
4. HYPERFINITE FACTORS 
We recall some notions and results concerning countable groups of 
automorphisms of a Lebesgue measure space (M, &?, m) [7,8]. We 
say that such a group 3 contains the measure p N m if for every 
T E $ there exists a partition 
and uaT > 0, 9 E O,, such that 
and if the group {S E [q : Sp = CL} is ergodic. We denote then by 
A($?, p) the subgroup of the positive reals that is generated by 
We call B hyperfinite if [9] is the full group of a cyclic group. It 
follows from the results of ([7], section 4) that the Cartesian product 
of two hyperfinite groups is again hyperfinite. 
(4.1) LEMMA. If 3 and 9 contain m then B x 9 contains m x m 
and A(59 x 9, m x m) isgenerated by A(9) u A(g). 
Proof. We can refer to ([9], section 2). 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let CY > 1. All hyperjinite groups 9 that contain a 
measure p such that A(B, p) is generated by 01 are weakly equivalent. 
Proof. This is contained in ([8], 4.2). 
The next lemma is ([8], 5.4) 
(4.3) LEMMA. All hyper$nite groups 9 that contain a measure TV 
such that A(‘3, p) is not simply generated are weakly equivalent. 
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Let 01 > 1 and let 
P,(m) = 1 - P,(Ul) = (1 + 4-l. 
Let gE be the group of automorphisms of (M, S?‘, , m,) that is 
generated by the Si , i E N, 
S,(xj)Tzl = (xj + &(mod 2)):=“=, . 
B, is a hyperfinite group that contains m, and A($?@ , m,) is generated 
by cy ([7], section 3). Let J&‘~ stand for &(%,J. The &‘= are mutually 
non *-isomorphic hyperfinite factors of type III ([5], [9], Theorem 4.8, 
p. 165). 
We note that by (3.1) and (4.3) all factors -02(g), where CCJ is a 
hyperfinite group that contains a measure p such that A(3, p) is not 
simply generated, are *-isomorphic. Moreover, we have 
(4.4) T HEOREM. Let $9 be a hyperfinite group that contains a 
measure p such that A(+?, p) is not simply generated. Then d(g) is a 
hyperfinite factor of type III that is not *-isomorphic to any of the 
3 .,01>1. 
Proof. We know from (4.1) and (4.2) that C??= x CYB, where < /3 < cy 
and where In /3 is a rational multiple of In (Y, is weakly equivalent to 
an J& , 1 < y < oi. From (3.1) and ([9], Theorem 4.8) we infer, there- 
fore, that J& @ S$ is not *-isomorphic to &a . We have proved that 
for all Q: > 1 there is a /3 > 1 such that J2e, and ~2, @ dB are not 
*-isomorphic. 
On the other hand, if c!? is a hyperfinite group that contains a p such 
that A(%, p) is not simply generated, then by (4.1) 9 x dB contains 
p x m, such that A(‘3 x A$ , p x m4) is not simply generated, /3 > 1. 
By (3.1) and (4.2) d(9) @ dO is *-isomorphic to d(9) for all 
p > 1. Q.E.D. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let 01, /3, y > 1, In fl not a rational multiple of 
In 01. Then ~2~ @ d6 and dY are not *-isomorphic. 
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